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8/1/4Hyper rising tsunami wave/alignment -week 2 in 4 -* 22222*Star Code Encoding - 

11:11:11:11:11:11:11:11:11:11 - Interstellar Equilibrium 

The light of the morning of the new world order rises 

Everything is information- we talked about it some time ago - Shift Update 1-30/11 - and remember 

the importance of learning to understand deeper into the knowledge of the flow of information, its 

transformation and resulting reactions in the transformation of your current form of embodiment. 

Every action, every thought forms the reality of Elementary Matter - Encoding Star Code 22222 - 

222,220 times cumulative light infusion from 8/1 

Your task is to recognize the illusion of dependency by external circumstances, ultimately also of the 

physical circumstance and its expression the aspect of separation - the illusion of the membrane 

(separation) of the heart fragment with the torus of reality - and to merge it again - this requires 

DISCIPLIN 



Discipline is the crown jewel among your tools that are anchored in you, but is always buried by the 

overpowering human aspects. 

When you enter this world here, the information of Universal Love is the essence of your core 

substance. 

But many of you still have fears, let yourselves be guided by them. But fear is what you acquire on 

your spiritual journey through interaction. Through fears, potential for violence arises, with many 

gradations. 

Powerlessness fuels anger in a small form, in a pronounced form a claim of authority, and wars arise 

from this. 

Your task is to reverse these feelings, to free yourself from human fears and prejudices and to carry the 

acceptance of love back into your heart of embodiment. 

The goal of your way of being does not find its meaning in the meaning of things, but through the 

truthfulness of love within yourself. 

The exchange of information takes place through you! 

Your embodiment, your microcosm, is the connection to the Source Self, to the Omniverse. You 

yourself represent the bridge between heaven and earth. With each of your thought creation you form 

the collective in which you live and reflect your stage of development back to the Source.   

These manifestations of your self are not about being optimistic from the beginning. 

No, this journey is about diving deep into your own universe to find the way of being, how you can 

best realize your blueprint of the helix within you and - especially now in year 4 - a new building 

construction of the collective.   

There is no point in choosing a positive thought if you cannot feel it - here you are building 

incoherence.  Only by feeling deeply, when your beliefs, habits, comfort zones are shifted, will your 

building blocks create a solid foundation for coherence.   

Through coherence, even the Omniverse knows what you really want, you feel bliss, you unpack more 

software (consciousness) for your hardware (body), you feel pain cumulative - in you and the 

collective. 

The energy organs/padmas/chakras, originally in the human anatomy of the microcosm of the universe 

(chakras 1-7 - solid level), were connected by worldly/manifest objects such as planets, sun, moon, 

mountains, rivers, meanders, fauna, flora. 

Current opject-intesivation in the House of the Threshold, the Cosmic Mother - at 20° - TRANSFER 

Full moon, CEST 14.22h and lunar eclipse, CEST 11.22h 10/1/4 

Liberation from emotional dramas, vices and the completion of the lessons learned.  A culmination of 

reflecting your hidden aspects of the Self when the Feminine - and Male Qualia face each other.   

Quintuple Object Energy Fusion of Sun/20° - Mercury/20° - Ceres ( all 3 only 1° away from the 

following ones ) Saturn-Pluto - House of Grounding 22°- 

Everything has been considered in the smallest detail, that all creation, all omniverses live in your co-

creation.  

You, as an aspirant of the Source of your embodiment, must learn to feel all these - Feminine and 

Masculine principles. The Kundalini, the microcosmic manifestation of your original energy, shows 

you on which dimensional level of your development you are interacting - lowest level 1. chakra 

highest 7. chakra) Many of you are experiencing an evolutionary software update of the right-sided 

region complex of the amygdala and the frontal cortex.  

As a reminder - both are crucial for recalling emotionally charged autobiographical information. If the 

process is harmonious, the ventromedial prefrontal cortex is active. 

When deactivated, the amygdala - primeval fears - anxieties - primeval fears activate and express 

themselves in the respective chakra, which in turn indicates the developmental status of your journey. 



Your mirror image sends this information back to the source, which in turn sends an accumulated 

software update to your hardware until the virus you created in your software that manipulates your 

hardware neutralizes/deactivates it. 

If you want to navigate the entropy of the universe, the coherence, you have to release the old burdens 

of your consciousness to create new fractals/bricks into the coherence of the universe, all collective. 

Then activate the Trinity light connecting channels in your physical embodiment - 

HEARTBRAIN - BUILDINGBRAIN - Neural nervous system and BRAIN - Consciousness / Mind 

Evolution in Matter 

J.A. 
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Star code activation 11:11, 22:22, 44 at night from 2 to 3/1 night 03.30h 3/1 duration 9 days ***Point 

Zero - Survey - Transit Zone - Momentum Airport*** 

All natural order of creation of life springs from the heart - feminine Qualia, 



The most important energy organ of the year 4, before your solar plexus and root organ - the diamond 

cut of the fractal heart. 

Only published love, lived for yourself, for others, for every millisecond in the everyday life of your 

world, potentiates the beacon of all. 

Expulsion for bitterness, anger, ego, drama, envy, hatred, arrogance, illusion. 

Ready for the check into a new soul level? 

In the 3rd year most of the light so far has been anchored in Gaia/Terra and all her living nature as well 

as in you, the basic building blocks of Unconditional Love. 

In Universal Year 4 you welcome this divine particle radiation within you - send your invitation like a 

satellite - 366 days, 52 weeks +1 day, 8760 h, 525600min, 31.536.000sec. cosmic hyperfrequency 

vibrations for the publication of LOVE 

This energy was preceded by many synchronicities and memory factors, your incarnation, your 

ancestors, your universal memory store of the last decade. 

 In the last hours your perception can be as if you are crossing quicksand - an intense, fast-acting detox 

program to quickly untangle the shackles of your last decade. 

If you feel overwhelmed by pain, your way of being, the expression of guilt, shame, guilt, you will find 

that if you have not been able to truly practice forgiveness in your heart, you will find that your chains 

can only be broken by the key of forgiveness and the gratitude that grows from it. 

During this walk - remember..... open your lenses for clarity ... in all darkness dwells also the light. 

An opportunity to take action to make things changeable only through your own action towards 

freedom/reality, where everything is parallel/synchronous, trust in your reality. 

Recognize that when you run away from problems you only increase the distance to the path of 

solution. 

Remember every day, every second, who you are, where earthling your soul directs you and you will 

have your brain fired and encoded in a new sequence, new patterns, new combinations - whenever your 

brain works differently, the coherence changes. 

Hurry to truly publish your reality, to transfer your truth into the collective of the huge aircraft carrier. 

Before the great chaos accumulates, not a pleasant rush for many - in the month of March, when the 

engines of the Master Carrier cascade into complete ignition. 

In your terminal of the Now Moment, it may be that you have felt yourself walking in quicksand for 

the last few hours, condensed. 

 On the one hand, these are the above mentioned shackles of the last decade, on the other hand you feel 

the vacuum between the planes. 

An emptiness that is absolutely necessary to provide rest for your soul to integrate the last Star 

Upgrades - get excited about this process. 

Water and its crystalline format helps you to let the energy flow of these upgrades flow more 

harmoniously - before you rise into new clearings, a new deep connection with the universe. 

All your dreams already clearly show you your longing for adventure, for passion, for the new goals of 

the new world. 

The feeling when the past, the future and the present extend to the only Being, and everything that you 

will embody has been within you from the beginning. 

In this terrain, during your sleep, you can already tap into this unique energy. Strong sacred 

impressions, hidden truths that accompany you during your day-consciousness, consciously or 

unconsciously, information from your history that still needs to be processed and future-oriented 

sequences flow into each other. 



A cosmic whisper that activates the heart-brain, brings about synchronicities, emotions that can no 

longer be ignored or pushed aside. Everything for your own good to adjust the inner compass, the inner 

navigation device to the answers that have been slumbering within you since the beginning.   

The current path of your soul is the path of understanding. Understanding the promise of new horizons 

of intense experiences where the pulsation of crystalline data paths, merging wormholes and light 

honeycomb connections lifts your body as well as the Gaias/Terra/Earth 

 - many geoactivities are caused by subatomic nuclear heat information carriers - storm/ hurricanes and 

storm surges, more intense tides, earthquakes, heat/heat waves, electromagnetic amplitude fluctuations 

- in the swelling 

Creation speaks - 

Just because you can recognize a painful past does not mean that you cannot have a powerful future 

that follows my plan rather than your pain. 

Here are some important markers in 4 

Eclipse Mooness in the House of the Threshold/Cancer - 10/1 

Saturn - Pluto conjunction 12/1 

Mercury backwards in the House of Pisces and Aquarius 16/2 -9/3 

Jupiter sextile Neptune - 20/2, 27/7, 12/10 

Saturn in the house of Aquarius- 21/3 , 17/12 

Jupiter Pluto conjunction- 4/4, 30/6, 12/11 

Venus backwards in the house of the twin 13/5 - 25/6 

 Darkness Mooness in the House of Healers/Gunner - 5/6 

Mercury backwards in the House of Threshold/Crab 18/6 - 12/7 

Solar eclipse in the house Krebs 21/6 

Eclipse Moon 5/7 

Mars backwards in the house of Aries - 9/9-13/11 

Mercury backwards in the house of Scorpio and Libra 13/10- 3/11 

Eclipse Mooness in Gemini - 30/11 

Total solar eclipse in the house of healing/ Sagittarius 14/12 

Jupiter wanders into the house of Aquarius 19/12 

Jupiter conjunction Saturn 21/12 

Portal Days 

January - 1 -4- 12 -17 - 21 - 25 -31 

February -7 -8 -15 -19 - for the very first time two consecutive portal days in one February - 

exponential vibration increase 

March -7-9-29-30 

April -18-20 

May 7 -11- 17- 18-19- 26 

June -1 -6 -9 - 14 -22 - 25 - 30 

July -3 - 13 - 14 -15 - 16 - 17 - 18 - 19 -20 - 21 - 22 

August - 22 -23 - 24 - 25 -26 -27 -28 - 29 - 30 -31 

September - 10 - 13 - 18 - 21 - 29 



October -4 - 7 -12 - 18 - 25 -26 

November - 2 -6 - 23 -25 

December - 14 -15 

Schwend / Chaostage- 

January - 2- 3 -4 -18. 

Februrary - 3 - 6 -8 -16. 

March - 13 -14 -15 -29. 

april - 19 

May: 3/10/22/25 

June: 17-30 

July - 19 - 22 -28 

August 1 -17 -21 -22 -29 

September -21 -22 -23 -24 -25 -26 -27 -28 

October -3 - 6 -11 

November - 12 

December - not a day of festivity 

J.A. 
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2020 marks the beginning of a powerful decade of continuous change and deep soul growth - full of 

heart coherence - activation a solid foundation is being built by you encoding a new world order. 

An energy shift with great breakthroughs as we all last experienced 3 and 5 decades ago on a collective 

level. 

For you, this year of 4 will be full of experiences of the highest summit conquests and avalanche 

crashes, but always to make this breakthrough happen. 



Respectfully, the test content will be great, but the rewards will be even greater. 

Many, many years of outdated mental conditioning have been cleared out and cleared away from you.  

Your soul has gone through a rebirth after rebirth to experience more and more separation from mass 

consciousness. 

If you wish to elevate things to a completely new level, the year 2020/22/4 holds the voucher to the 

next decade of the creation plan for you. 

Intensify your learning, the language of life, energy and its vibration for better understanding. 

Understand the obligations of your soul of both formative conjunctional currents of the year 2020 - 

Saturn-Pluto/Capricorn and Jupiter-Saturn/Aquarius which offer a higher way forward. 

This past year has been all about peeling your truly authentic identity, your Self, your Inner Universe, 

out of the cocoon and into the world of matter to unfold all your radiance. 

Sometimes, even in the unfolding field of unconditional love, especially now, you still experience 

loneliness, highly emotional and depressing moments, even though you are surrounded by many 

people. 

But you may also find that through surreal, strange encounters of people, situations, parts of your past 

appear in matter. 

An expression of creation that shows you how far you have already risen above this phase of your past 

life. 

And yes, your encounter knows, your lessons, the shoes you have been walking in so far have been 

finally shed, passed on to let others learn those lessons. 

The high (especially physical and mental) stress, the confusing interactions, collective events from 

2018/2-19/3 will be replaced by stable threads, but this still requires hard work and commitment. 

Give thanks for your so great development and open yourself with your brand new wings for a series of 

new explorations in the layers of the new eon.      

As 2020 approaches, the qualia shifts to the interaction of the reality of your Self, integrated or ignored 

interstellar lectures of your conscious being, exam content with your Self and all your collective 

interaction. 

Right at the beginning of the new decade the grounded energy of Capricorn will be especially strong 

and thus set the next course.   

With the three powerful celestial bodies, Jupiter, Saturn and Pluto, which are especially strong in the 

house of Capricorn (materializing/manifesting), you can crystallize your visions. 

Both Jupiter and Saturn are enduring teachers and guardians of time - individually and collectively, 

while Pluto accelerates transcendence transformation and transcending the previous limits with 

Transformation.   

A completely different, new, truly fresh, energy-rich annual portal opens for you to recognize, believe 

and ultimately realize. 

You are born, your new life in the new age. Released and potentiated more intensely each time Jupiter 

and Pluto connect (April - July - November), the switches that will bring your visions to life unlock. 

Already Mercury in dance with Jupiter on 2/1 tells you that you are never, never too old, too small, too 

inferior to learn, to experience. Right after this release the messenger of the gods continues dancing to 

the south knot conjunction. 

Mars moves into the great Healer/Shooter's House on 3/1, encoding your pioneering spirit, inspiration 

for the unknown, and connects with Chiron on 5/1 to reinforce your nature of courage against the fear 

of survival. 

6/1 - 13/1 Pluto, Saturn, Mercury and Ceres stay in Capricorn at 22° to anchor the nine building blocks 

in the foundation of reality itself. 



The House of Threshold, of Cancer (direct source and stem connection) will continue to emerge 

through two powerful eclipses 10/1 and 21/6. 

With today (29/12), six celestial bodies will arrive for the epochal decade alignment in the House of 

Capricorn and synchronously in the south node. 

The Moon Node since December 2018 in the House of Threshold / Cancer / North Node and unseals 

the points for the House of Materialized Earth / Capricorn in the South Node.    

Thereby the attention is still directed to the emotional well-being of the earthlings. Due to the 

exponentially increasing speed of events, one or the other earthling has difficulties to navigate with 

calmness and composure.  

Especially the young seeds, especially crystal, rainbow and indigo suffer from the emotional 

challenges of their HSP.  

Here, until the beginning of June, the shifting of the node axis - North Node in Gemini - will indicate 

where you, we, will go next in unity. With the shift of the North Node, the South Node Alignment will 

also change, moving into the Healer/Shooter's House.  Immediately delivers new truths and insights 

into old beliefs, which serve to stabilize your newly encoded way of being. 

When the realist Saturn celebrates a great clash with destruction and rebirth on 12/1/4, a completely 

new kind of reality sets in. 

The old way of being must die to give birth to a new one. 

Out of this, coherence immediately gives birth. A state in which the heart, mind and emotions interact 

energetically connected. In this state resilience is formed - in which your personal energy increases, 

provides you with more energy to realize intentions and harmonious states and never gets worn out 

again. 

Through expansive mind-altering synchronization between emotional, cognitive and physiological 

systems, the ability to self-regulate is encoded and a fluid subatomic upgrade is formatted with brand 

new evolutionary embodiment. 

2020 is the year of the unmasking of all malevolent energy in the darkest depths of all existing 

universes, destroying sick, unstable, dogmatic, deceptive, illusory structures. 

Any illusion of the entrenched narratives of ruling patriarchates that monolithic traumas of your history 

cannot be overcome (physical seat amygdala, assigned to Pluto/destruction-abuse) to continue to grow 

the fruit of power, fear. 

Any illusion that has allowed patriarchies and governments to germinate to manipulate your conscious 

mind will bubble to the surface naked. 

Any illusion where female energy sources (frontal cortex physical seat, Ceres Evolution and its cycles) 

of the fractal heart would not be safe if this world were not robbed of them so that you continue to fear 

the future will evaporate. 

Any illusion of rising above other beings in this evolutionary new paradigm and not seeing them as 

equals will collapse completely. 

If the previous course is not changed, this epic reset cannot and will not survive. 

If abuse of power is involved, it is only a matter of time before something is done to correct, remedy, 

change situations -2020 is the start of this new changing decade.   

This clearing up will last until 2021/5, release yourself from the clutches of budding fears and pain, 

these triggers remind you of the first steps of your shining wholeness. 

Those changes will not be immediately visible, but their effects - whatever happens - will have a 

lasting impact for many generations. 

In the New Earth Year it is not a matter of diving into darkness to heal it, but of rising out of it 

together, so high that the only choice is surrender. 



For your well-being in 2020- make sure to cut the threads of all connections with expectation. Only in 

this way can deception of the old timeline, through the new definition of divine justice of the new age 

of truth (which is already alive in you) enter and blow off everything else. 

Nevertheless, the New Earth Year is the materialization of the Age of Aquarius and is also loaded with 

higher-level current cosmic streams to transcendence. 

The Age of Aquarius is encoded on the neutral, objective truth of an earthling. Through self-discipline 

and sovereignty, malicious intentions and evaluations of the most diverse circumstances can be 

immediately exposed to expose illusion and deception. 

A newly sharpened tool, which mostly through outside (collective) influences, lets you die many times 

to be reborn - necessary because every Earthling has to take over full energetic responsibility for the 

alignment of this planet into the new paradigm by the end of the year (21/12 Jupiter/Saturn 0° 

Aquarius). 

When Jupiter and Saturn come together, both the intensity of the dying of old forms and the fertility of 

new growth takes shape. 

Over the past century their cycle has adapted to the transition between the decades, with the 

conjunctions and oppositions between Jupiter and Saturn marking the beginning of each decade. 

Jupiter and Saturn will form their next conjunction in the first stage of Aquarius on 21 December 2020. 

The largest and most intense part of year 4 will therefore take place at the end of their cycle. 

Jupiter and Saturn will conjugate approximately every 20 years. From 1802 to 1980 almost all of these 

conjunctions were in earth signs (Taurus, Virgo, Capricorn). 

These phases correlate with the industrial revolution. 

In 1980 the conjunction appeared in an air sign - always a sign of the beginning of a new era that will 

last until about 2149. Currently we find ourselves in the Digital Revolution (PC Internet, mobile 

phone) 

In the year 2000 the Jupiter-Saturn conjunction was found in an earth sign. And in December 2020 it 

appears again in an air sign. 

The 20 years between each Jupiter-Saturn conjunction are divided into two phases. The first phase - the 

10 years from conjunction to opposition - is about growth, opportunities and expansion. This phase is 

predominantly Jupiterian/growing - like a growing moon. 

At the end of the first decade the Jupiter-Saturn opposition follows both beings act similar to the full 

moon's interior energy, marking the climax of the Jupiter phase and the transition to the Saturn-

dominated phase. Which aligns itself from the opposition to the next conjunction - similar to the 

energy qualities of the waning moon. 

The 21/12/4/2020 thus marks the beginning of about 10 years of growth, expansion and general 

optimism on a global scale. 

Reflect on the 1960s - a very similar phase that culminated in 1969 (moon landing, first Concorde and 

Boeing 747 flights, Woodstock, Easy Rider, Generation Hippie, peaceful but certain revolution) 

encoded. 

Also the 1980s decade, the massive rise of the personal computer, fall of the Berlin Wall. 

So one of the benefits of the Jupiter-Saturn conjunction for 2020 is that humanity will be free from the 

stale and backward phase from which we are currently freeing ourselves. 

Fossil fuels are no longer needed. Artificial intelligence, quantum computers and incredible advances 

in new medicine, ideas and technologies, and work-life balance are all just around the corner. 

At the edge of this new era, right at the beginning of the new cycle of the year, an atmosphere of 

anticipation will build up, even though landslides are pre-programmed and problems of the old nature 

require solutions. 



If you look at a Saturn and Jupiter cycle from a higher perspective, it more or less expresses the 

structural viability of an entire (collective) society. 

 Now, while you can see things of concern on the collective world stage in 4, you are experiencing a 

phase on the energetic level where you can truly ascend and free yourself from the heaviness of old 

ways of thinking. 

Perhaps not free from darkness, but in a lighter, floating, truly lived authentic way of being. 

Remember, there are only two spaces in your life that are unimportant in the moment of life - yesterday 

and tomorrow.  

Love greetings from the spheres between the years - THANK YOU for all your being in 2019/3 and 

wide stretched, high carrying wings that allow you to cross the crest of the years in a feathery light 

floating fantastic way.......see you in 4/2020 

J.A. 
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MahaJyoti Vision 
 

Please find further information as well as an archive of past news under: 

www.zeropoint-news.com ,    The New Light with MahaJyoti Visión,    the master publishing 

Please subscribe to the newsletter:   https://db-nl.zeropoint-news.com 
and the  Whatsapp  group      Ralf - Zeropoint-news.com     +34 659 414532 

Open this link to connect to my  WhatsApp group:   https://chat.whatsapp.com/Hbn5FJoWFw5HCZHtEiU3jS 
 

Gratitude Donation Email: universidad.donacion@mahajyoti.net 
 

we thank with much love for the support of the New Light. 
to  UniCaja:      ES04 2103 0168 28 0010073697 ,  BIC UCJAES2M 
or  PayPal:    universidad.donacion@mahajyoti.net 

 
with the donation you are supporting the spiritual project of the New Light - Healing and arising the world. 
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